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Because Ben will earn enough to pay next year's expenses for college, he sends a wealthy businessman, Madec, to the mountains to hunt Bighorn sheep. But Ben soon discovers that Makek's wealth corresponds only to his arrogance. He doesn't let anything, or anyone, keep him from getting what he
wants. When Makek accidentally shoots an old digger, mistaking him for an animal, he does not intend to report death. Instead, he plans to eliminate a single witness, Ben. Now, miles out of nowhere, Madec carries a .358 Magnum, and Ben is his prey. Naked and unarmed, the young man faces the
greatest and perhaps the last challenge of his life. Author Robb White brings his love of wilderness and adventure in this tense tale. Each scene is packed with realistic details of survival skills at work. An Edgar Award winner, this book was chosen as the outstanding book of the year according to The New
York Times. Genre: Young Adult Fiction Used Accessibility for Robb White's Deathwatch by Robb White, Deathwatch (Doubleday, 1972)When I was a kid - say, from about three years to high school - I did a lot more rereading than I do now. In fact, there were a few books that I read and reread so much
that I ended up having to buy copies to replace the ones I wore down. I think everyone does it with a children's picture book or two, but there were three novels I did with in fifth and sixth grade. One of them was Wilson Rawls Where the red fern grows. I think I went through three copies of Robb White,
Deathwatch (Doubleday, 1972) When I was a kid - say, from about three years to high school - I did a lot more rereading than I do now. In fact, there were a few books that I read and reread so much that I ended up having to buy copies to replace the ones I wore down. I think everyone does it with a
children's picture book or two, but there were three novels I did with in fifth and sixth grade. One of them was Wilson Rawls Where the red fern grows. I think I went through three copies of that one. The other two were Robb White and they were Up Periscope and Deathwatch. When you're ten years old,
it's the best thing that ever happened. When you're thirty-nine, not so much, but it hasn't lost nearly as much influence as I expected to read it all these years later. Story: A local boy named Ben, looking to make money for college, offers to accompany a citizen named Madec to a bighorn hunt. When the
book opens, Makek claims to see the horns above the ridge. Ben doesn't know. Madec takes a shot anyway. When they get there and find out when Madec really shot, the two get into the kind of argument that Madec is forcing Ben to try to survive in the desert without clothes, no food or water. These are
the little details that give White to write the power he has. all these years later, I still remembered the greased lipstick aisle with near-perfect clarity, and the bird guano passages. (It was my first introduction to the word guano, and I had to look for it.) History Story Pushes the limits of disbelief - dehydrated,
hallucinating Ben is able to pull off physical feats that will attempt the athlete's ability in a number of passages - but walk, develop the character (impressive that other characters get evolved when Ben takes center stage most of the time) and the description of the dead on. I'm not quite as obsessed as I
was when I was ten, but it still cracked a good read. **** ... More books book NoOK Textbooks Newspaper kiosk Teens and YA Children's Toys Games - Collectible Stationery - Gifts Movies and TV Music Sale Deathwatch Cover showing the Mojave Desert, JEEP CJ Ben, and Rifle Madec' . Written by
Robb WhiteIllustratorJohn ManthaCover ArtistJohn ManthaCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishGenreThriller/Action AdventurousPublisherDoubledayPublication date1972 typeMediaPrintPages220 page ISBN040917409OCLC9352863 Deathwatch is an American novel 1972 written by Robb White. The
book was awarded the 1973 Edgar Award for Best Juvenile Mysteries from The Writers of America and became The Outstanding Book of the Year by The New York Times. In his story there is an experienced and successful hunter and lawyer, Makek, who gets a rare permission to shoot sheep in the
Californian Mojave Desert for seven days. He hires a timid college student named Ben as a guide. After Mack accidentally shoots the old digger, he realizes that Ben will not help hide the shooting, and tries to silence Ben forever. The plot story begins with a successful Los Angeles businessman and
hunter named Madec, who hires Ben, a college student, to help him find Bighorn sheep in the nearby Mojave Desert after obtaining a rare hunting permit for them. Ben has experience in the desert, as he is studying to be a geologist, but he also has little money, so he agrees. Things take a deadly turn
when Madec accidentally shoots an old digger. Mac doesn't want to report the shooting, but Ben insists they should. Mack threatens Ben with his rifle and orders Ben to strip down to shorts, and then leaves him in the desert to die of exposure, planning to report that Ben went crazy, shot the prospector
and went to the desert alone. Mack is sure Ben can't survive as they are in the hot desert 45 miles from the nearest highway, but only to make sure he watches Ben from afar, using a sight on his rifle. Ben is shot several times as Madec tries to dissuade Ben from finding water with one shot going through
Ben's arm. Time is running out as he begins to hallucinate, suffering from dehydration, hunger, sunburn, gunshots and heat. However, Ben finds enough water to survive and also finds a wrist brace slingshot and some buckshot that belonged to the digger. He practices with a slingshot and then uses it to
overcome and capture Madec. When they return to the city, Ben's story believe, especially since he has no physical evidence to support him. Makek's statement that Ben shot the prospector and and Madec is considered more reliable. Ben is saved from making false accusations when a city doctor offers
forensic evidence that a version of Ben's story is true and that Madec was a lie. The adaptation of the book was the basis for the 1974 television film Savages, starring Andy Griffith as David and Sam Bottom as Ben, as well as the 2014 film Beyond reach, in which Michael Douglas played Makek and
Jeremy Irvine as Ben. Links to Robb White's Deathwatch. Good reading. goodreads.com. received on October 23, 2017. Reading Length (en) Search Engine for Books. www.readinglength.com. received 2020-01-15. Deathwatch Summary and Study Guide. bookrags.com. received on October 23, 2017.
DEATHWATCH Robb White. Kirkus Reviews. kirkusreviews.com. received on October 23, 2017. External Links Kids and Young Adult Literature Portal obtained from (novel) oldid'966112935 Download Buy Book: KoboBarnes and NobleAppleBooks A MillionAmazonGoogle Play Store A thrilling novel of
suspense, based on a struggle to the end between an honest and courageous young man and a cynical business tycoon who believes that everything could be for the price. Horn's book. ALA Best of the Best Books for Young Adults, Edgar Allan Poe Mystery Writers Award, New York Times Outstanding
Book of the Year, New York Public Library-Books for Adolescence. A thrilling novel of suspense, based on a struggle to the end between an honest and courageous young man and a cynical business tycoon who believes that all that could be for the price. Horn's book. ALA Best of the Best Books for
Young Adults, Edgar Allan Poe Mystery Writers Award, New York Times Outstanding Book of the Year, New York Public Library-Books for Adolescence. Back to start Visiting Other Sites in Penguin Random House Network
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